The confinement of energy, particles, and momentum in a toroidal magnetic confinement fusion reactor plasma is anticipated to be limited by plasma turbulence. In presentday tokamak and stellarator plasmas, microturbulence associated with a variety of drift waves on scales close to the poloidal gyroradius is most often thought to be responsible for turbulent transport. 1, 2 Larger-scale fluctuations can degrade confinement as well. For example, in conventional reversed field pinch (RFP) plasmas, multiple tearing modes arise with overlapping magnetic islands that cause the magnetic field to become stochastic over a large volume of the plasma. Parallel streaming becomes a potent transport mechanism in this case. [3] [4] [5] [6] Stochastic transport is also important in microturbulence. 7 Understanding and controlling turbulent transport remains a central goal for magnetic confinement fusion research, and examining the behavior of these processes in different magnetic configurations offers an effective way to develop predictive models that are robust over a wide range of plasma parameters and magnetic configuration variables.
While conventional RFP plasmas suffer tearing instability, inductive current profile control yields a ten-fold improvement in global energy and particle confinement by suppressing large magnetic fluctuations associated with tearing. [8] [9] [10] Improved confinement is also obtained in selforganizing RFP plasmas through a spontaneous transition to the quasi-single-helicity regime in which one tearing-kink mode is dominant and secondary tearing modes are reduced. 11 Once tearing is sufficiently suppressed, microturbulence could limit confinement in the RFP as it does in tokamak and stellarator plasmas. Recent gyrokinetic modeling reveals drift wave instability for the RFP configuration, with some properties distinct from those seen in tokamak and stellarator configurations. [12] [13] [14] [15] The critical gradient threshold for instability is larger in the RFP as a consequence of the dominant poloidal magnetic field. Zonal flows are also predicted to be much stronger, and the nonlinear up-shift for the critical gradient yields predictions for relatively smaller transport from saturated turbulence. 16, 17 However, zonal flows can be weakened by magnetic fluctuations, 18, 19 as originally understood in the context of the nonzonal transition of tokamak Cyclone-Base-Case ion temperature gradient (ITG) turbulence. There it was found that above a threshold in plasma b (the ratio of plasma pressure to magnetic field pressure), magnetic fluctuations associated with nonlinearly excited stable modes 20 are capable of inducing an irreversible charge loss from rational surfaces, thereby disabling zonal flows and markedly raising transport levels. In the RFP, zonal-flow disabling magnetic fluctuations do not require nonlinear excitation mechanism tied to microinstability; rather, they are present from the global instability of tearing modes, even when tearing modes are reduced to a lower level by inductive control. The inclusion of an ad hoc magnetic fluctuation in the gyrokinetic analysis of trapped-electron-mode (TEM) turbulence in the RFP to mimic the presence of residual tearing modes results in a reduction in zonal flows and an increase in the turbulence and transport. 14 In this letter, we describe the first experimental evidence for trapped-electron-mode (TEM) turbulence in an RFP plasma. Inductive current profile control is used to access plasmas with reduced tearing instability in the Madison Symmetric Torus (MST) 21 RFP experiment. Density fluctuation measurements using advanced far infrared (FIR) interferometry reveal emergent fluctuations that are localized to the large-density-gradient region, propagate in the electron diamagnetic drift direction, and have k ? q s ¼ 0:1-0.2, where k ? is the perpendicular (toroidal) wavenumber and q s is the ion sound gyro-radius. The mode amplitude exhibits a clear critical-gradient threshold in the electron density. These characteristics are consistent with gyrokinetic modeling using the GENE 22 code that predicts unstable TEMs in the strong-gradient region of the plasma (r=a տ 0.7). Previous work has shown that TEM turbulence is important in tokamak and stellarator plasmas, [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] but the interaction of turbulence-generated zonal flows and global tearing instabilities is an important, new physics element exposed by gyrokinetic studies for RFP plasmas. The measurements reported here support the importance of this interaction. A particular goal of the gyrokinetic modeling performed in conjunction with the experiment is to determine if the level of residual magnetic fluctuations required to match the transport rates is consistent with the experiment, supporting the theoretical hypothesis that residual magnetic fluctuations can significantly impact zonal flows and increase microturbulent transport.
The MST produces RFP plasmas with major radius, R 0 ¼ 1.5 m, minor radius, a ¼ 0.5 m, and plasma current, I p Շ 600 kA. 21 Measurements reported here were obtained in 200 kA deuterium discharges with central-chord line-averaged density n e;0 ¼ 0:660:1 Â 10 19 m À3 and core electron temperature up to T e (0) % 1.0 keV. Reduced-tearing plasmas with improved energy confinement are achieved in MST using inductive pulsed-parallel current drive (PPCD). 8, 32 During PPCD, a programmed ramp of the toroidal magnetic field generates parallel induction targeted to the outer region of the plasma, and the broadening of the current density 33, 34 profile reduces poloidal mode number m ¼ 1 tearing modes and their associated magnetic fluctuations. The stochastic transport typical for conventional RFP plasmas is thus greatly reduced. In response, the core electron temperature nearly triples even though the ohmic heating power is simultaneously reduced. This results in dramatically improved, tokamak-like energy and particle confinement in the RFP. 9, 10 A multi-chord, far-infrared (k ¼ 432 lm), laser-based heterodyne interferometer-polarimeter system is used on MST to measure profiles of the equilibrium and fluctuating electron density (as well as components of the current density and magnetic field, not discussed here). 35, 36 The diagnostic consists of 11 vertically viewing, single-pass chords with horizontal separation DR % 8 cm, covering nearly the entire plasma cross section, where (R, Z) is a poloidal plane in cylindrical coordinates. Adjacent chords are alternately staggered 5 toroidally, allowing the measurement of the toroidal wavelength of the fluctuations using two-point correlation methods. The interferometer has a bandwidth of 1 MHz and is sensitive to toroidal wavenumbers, k u < 1 À 2 cm
À1
. The ion gyroradius is q i 2 cm for these plasmas.
Conventional RFP plasmas exhibit density fluctuations that are strongly correlated with tearing mode dynamics, including nonlinear three-wave interactions that energize stable modes and generate broadband turbulence. 37 Therefore, a broadband reduction in density fluctuations associated with tearing is anticipated with PPCD due to this correlation. Figure 1 shows ensemble-averaged frequency power spectra for line-integrated electron density fluctuations measured in 200 kA tearing-dominated and improved-confinement plasma conditions. For both regimes, the data were measured in the outer region of the plasma at an impact parameter of R À R 0 x ¼ 0:43 m relative to the geometric axis, R 0 . The shotaveraged fluctuation power spectrum for tearing-dominated conditions is measured in a 1 ms time window before PPCD is active and a 1 ms window near the end of the inductive control phase when the density and temperature attain their maximum values. The typical frequency range for the dominant m ¼ 1, n տ 2R 0 =a tearing modes in the standard RFP spectrum is f % 10-30kHz, where n is the toroidal mode number. However, the outer-chord density fluctuation spectrum for the tearing dominated regime is relatively featureless due to the contributions from many modes. 38 As anticipated, the density fluctuations are reduced at most frequencies with PPCD, but Fig. 1 shows that a new spectral peak appears at a frequency of f $ 50 kHz. These emergent fluctuations are the focus of this letter, and the measurements described below reveal that they are consistent with density-gradient-driven trapped electron modes (TEMs) predicted to be unstable in gyrokinetic modeling of PPCD plasma equilibria. The relatively narrow width of the power spectrum is similar to the "quasi-coherent" characteristic of TEM turbulence observed in several tokamak plasmas. 29, 39, 40 A spectrogram for the evolution of the line-integrated density fluctuations at x ¼ 0.43 m for an ensemble-average of 142 PPCD plasmas is shown in Fig. 2(a) . The PPCD programming is initiated at t ¼ 10 ms, which is about the time of peak I p following plasma formation at t ¼ 0. At 10 ms, the dominant density fluctuations are associated with tearing fluctuations, i.e., the "tearing dominated" spectrum in Fig. 1 . As PPCD sets in, tearing fluctuations subside, and the new spectral peak forms at higher frequencies. These emergent density fluctuations are observed over the MST full range of plasma current, but the frequency spectral width of the new peak is the narrowest for 200 kA PPCD plasmas. The maximum plasma pressure is obtained at the end of the PPCD control phase, 10 which is followed by a return to tearingdominated conditions at t > 22 ms.
The amplitude of the emergent density fluctuations is peaked in the outer region of the plasma where the gradient FIG. 1. Frequency power spectra for line-integrated electron density fluctuations in tearing-dominated (black) and improved-confinement (red) plasma conditions at impact parameter x ¼ 0.43 m. The tearing-dominated spectrum is averaged over t ¼ 10-11 ms, and the improved-confinement spectrum is averaged over t ¼ 20-21 ms with respect to Fig. 2 .
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Duff et al. Phys. Plasmas 25, 010701 (2018) in the equilibrium (flux-surface-averaged) density is the strongest. Figure 3 shows the ensemble-averaged fluctuation power of the line-integrated density fluctuations, hñ 2 e i x i , for each interferometer chord, x i , integrated over the frequency band 40-65 kHz to isolate the emergent fluctuations. Angle brackets h i denote an ensemble average. The ensemble average of the Abel-inverted density profiles, hn e ðrÞi, at 20 ms mapped to the midplane (Z ¼ 0) is also plotted in Fig. 3 . The time evolution of the gradient in the density calculated from the inverted profiles, hjrn e ðr; tÞji, is plotted in Fig. 2(b) for the outer region of the plasma, which shows that the emergence of the fluctuation coincides with an increase in jrn e j.
The emergent density fluctuations exhibit a clear density-gradient-threshold behavior, as shown in Fig. 4 . The fluctuation power varies shot-to-shot depending on factors such as the degree of tearing suppression, which regulates increases in the plasma pressure and global confinement. The shot ensemble is binned according to the magnitude of the mean density gradient measured in each plasma, and the inverse normalized gradient scale length characteristic of the strong-gradient region, R 0 hjrn e j 0:8 i=hn e ij 0:8 , is calculated for each bin, where n e and jrn e j are evaluated at r/a ¼ 0.8. (Note that the local density gradient scale length, L n n e ðrÞ=jrn e j, is not a constant since the radial width of the strong-gradient region is comparable to L n .) The power in the emergent fluctuations, hñ 2 e i, increases when the gradient exceeds the threshold R 0 hjrn e j 0:8 i=hn e ij 0:8 ! 18, as seen in Fig. 4 . The time evolution of R 0 hjrn e j 0:8 i=hn e ij 0:8 (averaged over the full ensemble) is plotted in Fig. 2(c) , which shows the inverse gradient scale length increase over the duration of PPCD. A similar analysis for the electron temperature gradient, jrT e j, does not exhibit clear critical-gradient behavior although the Thomson scattering measurements in the outer region of MST plasmas presently have relatively large uncertainty due to stray laser light issues. Efforts to improve Thomson scattering are underway. Ion temperature measurements are not available for these plasmas.
The toroidal wavelength of the fluctuations is determined by the phase shift between measurements along the two outboard-most interferometer chords that are separated 5 toroidally (R 0 Du ¼ 13 cm). These chords are tangent to magnetic surfaces that have safety factor q ) 0 and are therefore most sensitive to fluctuations with ak h % ak k Շ 1. The two-point-correlation frequency-wavenumber power spectrum at t ¼ 20 ms is shown in Fig. 5 . In the f % 50 kHz range where the emergent fluctuations are the largest, the toroidal wavenumbers are k u % Àð0:1-0:2Þcm À1 , where the minus sign corresponds to wave propagation in the electron diamagnetic drift direction. This is opposite to the direction of propagation of the residual f $ 15 kHz core-resonant tearing modes, k u % 0:04 cm À1 (n % 6), which acquire finite frequency from plasma flow. The density fluctuations 2018) associated with residual tearing modes are still resolved in Fig. 5 . The toroidal plasma flow is small near r/a ¼ 0.8, 41, 42 and so, the Doppler shift of the emergent fluctuations is small and, if nonzero, likely to also be in the ion drift direction. The measured features of the emergent density fluctuations are consistent with electron-branch drift waves. They exhibit a critical-gradient threshold, propagate in the electron diamagnetic drift direction, and have k ? q s Շ 0:2, where q s % q i 2 cm is the ion sound gyro-radius. Linear and nonlinear initial value flux-tube gyrokinetic studies are performed using the GENE code 22 with equilibrium profiles based on 200 kA PPCD plasmas. The modeled region corresponds to r/a > 0.7 in MST with an effective minor radial width of Dr ¼ 10q s . Linear simulations predict that the density-gradient-driven TEM is the fastest growing mode with k y q s ¼ 0:1 À 1:2. The linear growth rate exhibits a critical-gradient threshold at R 0 rn=n % 20, as shown in Fig. 6 ; this is higher than for typical tokamak equilibria by $R 0 /a. 15 Nonlinear GENE simulations show the formation of exceptionally strong zonal flow in saturated TEM turbulence, 13 which yields a nearly five-fold nonlinear (Dimts-like 43 ) upshift in the critical density gradient (Fig. 6) . 17, 44 The experimental density gradient is much smaller than this upshifted value, implying small TEM-generated zonal flow in the MST plasma.
Since GENE and other gyrokinetic codes are not yet capable of modeling the self-consistent interaction of multiple, nonlinearly interacting global tearing modes and microturbulence, the impact of remnant tearing modes in PPCD plasmas is modeled in GENE using an imposed, stationary magnetic perturbation,Ã k , with k x q s ¼ 0; k y q s ¼ 0:2, and a Gaussian z-profile in the flux-tube volume. The amplitude ofÃ k corresponds toB r =B % 0:4%, which is comparable to measured B r at r=a ¼ 0:8. The imposedÃ k is disruptive to the TEMgenerated zonal flow, 14 and the turbulence saturates closer to the linear critical-gradient threshold, negating the nonlinear upshift (Fig. 6) . The turbulent transport is therefore much larger when the density gradient is comparable to the experimental value. The electrostatic-fluctuation-driven electron heat flux, Q e es % 15q 2 s ðc s =R 0 ÞðL T e =R 0 Þn e rT e , for the leftmost square-symbol data point in Fig. 6 corresponds to v e % 20 m 2 /s using experimental parameters, close to the experimental value.
It is well documented that stochastic transport 3 associated with overlapping tearing modes is the dominant heat transport mechanism in the core of conventional MST plasmas, 4, 6 and this transport is greatly reduced with PPCD. However, given the MST close-fitting conducting shell, the magnetic field is weakly stochastic in the outer region, even in conventional RFP plasmas. 45 The stochastic electron heat transport in 200 kA PPCD plasmas at r=a ! 0:7 is approximately v e;st ¼ v th;e D m Շ 2 m 2 =s, where D m Շ 4 Â 10 À7 m is the estimated stochastic magnetic field diffusivity associated with the measured amplitudes of tearing modes resonant at r=a ! 0:7. Previous experimental power balance measurements yield an electron heat diffusivity of v e տ 10 m 2 =s in the outer region of similar 200 kA PPCD plasmas. 9, 10 This is comparable to the nonlinear GENE simulation prediction and much larger than the stochastic transport estimate. We conclude that electron heat transport from TEM turbulence is likely dominant in the edge of PPCD plasmas, but it is essential to account for the interaction with remnant tearing modes. This interaction does not rely on the magnetic field being stochastic.
In summary, density fluctuations with characteristics consistent with density-gradient-driven trapped electron modes emerge in reduced-tearing MST RFP plasmas. Gyrokinetic modeling is consistent with experimental measurements, but it is necessary to consider the impact of remnant tearing fluctuations in order to have consequential turbulent transport, which would otherwise be negligible due to exceptionally strong zonal flow. Critical gradient behavior is characteristic of microturbulence that regulates heat and particle transport, for example, the "stiffness" observed in core temperature profiles of tokamak plasmas. 28, 29, [46] [47] [48] The critical gradient behavior in Fig. 4 suggests the same that applies for PPCD's reduced-tearing conditions. The gyrokinetic modeling predictions for large critical gradients and 
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